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Abstract:  Secondary pollutants such as ozone, secondary inorganic aerosol, and secondary 13 

organic aerosol formed in the plume of megacities can affect regional air quality. In the 14 

framework of the FP7 / EU MEGAPOLI project, an intensive campaign was launched in the 15 

Greater Paris Region in July, 2009. The major objective was to quantify different sources of 16 

organic aerosol (OA) within a megacity and in its plume. In this study, we use airborne 17 

measurements aboard the French ATR-42 aircraft to evaluate the regional chemistry-transport 18 

model CHIMERE within and downwind the Paris region. Two mechanisms of secondary OA 19 

(SOA) formation are used, both including SOA formation from oxidation and chemical aging 20 

of primary semi-volatile and intermediate volatile VOCs (SI-SOA) in the volatility basis 21 

(VBS) framework. As for SOA formed from traditional VOC precursors (traditional SOA), 22 

one applied chemical aging in the VBS framework adopting different SOA yields for high 23 

and low NOx environments, while another applies a single step oxidation scheme without 24 

chemical aging. Two emission inventories are used for discussion of emission uncertainties. 25 

Slopes of the airborne OA levels versus Ox (=O3+NO2) show SOA formation normalized with 26 

respect to photochemical activity and are used for specific evaluation of the OA scheme in the 27 

model. Simulated slopes overestimated slightly by a factor of 1.1, 1.7 and 1.3 with respect to 28 

the observed one for the three airborne measurements, when the most realistic “high-NOx” 29 

yields for traditional SOA formation in the VBS scheme are used in the model. In addition, 30 

these slopes are relatively stable from one day to another, which suggests that they are 31 

characteristic for the given megacity plume environment. The configuration with increased 32 

POA emissions, and with a single step oxidation scheme of traditional SOA gives also 33 

agreement with OA/Ox slopes (about ±50% with respect to the observed ones), however, it 34 

underestimates the background. Both configurations are coherent with observed OA plume 35 

build-up, but they show very different SI-SOA and traditional anthropogenic SOA (ASOA) 36 



 

contributions. It is hence concluded that available theoretical knowledge and available data in 37 

this study are not sufficient to discern the relative contributions of different types of 38 

anthropogenic SOA in the Paris pollution plume, while its sum is correctly simulated. Based 39 

on these simulations, for specific plumes, the anthropogenic OA build-up can reach between 8 40 

and 10 µg m
-3

. For the average of the month of July 2009, maximum OA increases due to 41 

emissions from the Paris agglomeration are noticed close to the agglomeration at various 42 

length scales: several tens (for primary OA) to hundred (for SI-SOA and ASOA) kilometers 43 

of distance from the Paris agglomeration. Also BSOA (SOA formed from biogenic VOC 44 

precursors) is an important contributor to regional OA levels (inside and outside the Paris 45 

plume).  46 

 47 

1. Introduction  48 

The number of large agglomerations (“megacities”) is increasing due to population 49 

clustering in urban regions (UN, 2011). Human activities in the megacities cause important 50 

negative effects on air quality (Gurjar et al., 2010). Pollutants like ozone and fine particulate 51 

matter (PM2.5) have recently been the focus of several studies as a result of concerns for 52 

human health, impact on ecosystem (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006) and climate (IPCC, 2013). 53 

Due to their life time (several days to weeks), PM2.5 and ozone have impacts at both the local 54 

and regional level. Therefore, adequate emission control strategies for air quality management 55 

need to take into account impacts on different scales. 56 

Photochemical ozone formation is related to precursor molecules: nitrogen oxides 57 

(NOx), and volatile organic compounds species (VOC), emitted mainly from human activities, 58 

such as traffic, industrial production, solvent use, but also from biogenic emissions. In large 59 

European agglomerations, a VOC limited chemical regime is in general realized (Beekmann 60 

and Vautard, 2010), in which ozone production is directly related to that of VOC precursors. 61 

Secondary aerosol formation is induced by formation of condensable or semi-volatile species 62 

from precursors like NOx, SO2, NH3 and VOC (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). Due to the large 63 

number of chemical reactions occurring in different phases, secondary organic aerosol (SOA) 64 

formation pathways are still uncertain (e.g. Hallquist et al., 2009), its formation is still 65 

difficult to estimate quantitatively (e.g. Hodzic et al., 2010, Zhang et al., 2013), and the 66 

contribution of anthropogenic versus biogenic sources are still under debate (e.g. Hallquist et 67 

al., 2009, Beekmann et al., 2015). Also the relative contribution of SOA from traditional 68 

anthropogenic VOC precursors (ASOA) and from semivolatile (SVOC) or intermediate 69 



 

volatility (IVOC) organic compounds (SI-SOA) is still under debate and difficult to constrain 70 

from field data (as for example discussed in  Hayes et al. 2015 for the case of Los Angeles).  71 

Field data provide strong constraints on SOA related processes. In particular, the 72 

relation between SOA and Ox (O3 + NO2) has been used to express SOA formation as a 73 

function of photochemical products formation (Herndon et al., 2008, Wood et al., 2010; 74 

Hayes et al. 2013; Morino et al. 2014).  Indeed, in a “VOC-limited regime” in an urban area, 75 

such as Paris, VOC oxidation by OH, ozone or NO3 is the rate limiting step for both SOA and 76 

ozone or Ox production.  77 

(1)       78 

The ratio or slope of SOA vs. Ox, given by the term  represents the ratio of the 79 

photochemical production of SOA to the photochemical production of Ox, both from VOC 80 

oxidation, that is, the SOA yield normalized by current photochemical conditions 81 

characterized by the availability of VOC precursors and oxidant agents. It is expected to vary 82 

for different VOC species, in particular as a function of their SOA yields, which are for 83 

instance large for aromatics and terpenes, while low for alkanes and alkenes (Wood et al., 84 

2010). This is reflected in larger SOA vs. Ox slopes observed in Mexico City (typically 0.16 85 

µg m
-3

 ppb
-1

), in Los Angeles (0.15 µg m
-3

 ppb
-1

, Hayes et al. 2013) and in Tokyo (0.19 µg m
-

86 

3
 ppb

-1
, Morino et al. 2014), where aromatic emissions are large, than in Houston (typically 87 

0.03 µg m
-3

 ppb
-1

) where petrochemical alkene emissions are large (Wood et al., 2010) (Fig. 88 

1). 89 

The main objective of the MEGAPOLI Paris campaign in summer 2009 was to 90 

determine organic aerosol sources in a post-industrial megacity and in its plume. In this work, 91 

we apply the regional chemistry transport model (CTM) CHIMERE (Menut et al., 2013) in 92 

order to evaluate the model performance against airborne measurements especially for 93 

organic aerosol and to assess the impact of Paris agglomeration emissions on OA formation in 94 

surrounding regions.   95 

Different configurations of the SOA formation schemes have been implemented into 96 

CHIMERE, in particular the Volatility-Basis-Set (VBS) approach (Robinson et al. 2007, 97 

Donahue et al. 2006, Murphy and Pandis, 2009, Lane et al. 2008a). Based on ground level 98 

evaluation with data from the MEGAPOLI summer campaign, Zhang et al. (2013) show a 99 

better agreement with OA measurements, when taking into account the volatility of primary 100 

organic aerosol (POA), the existence of additional intermediate VOC (IVOC), as well as the 101 

chemical aging of the semi-volatile VOC from anthropogenic and biogenic origin. However, 102 



 

SOA was overestimated during long range transport episodes of polluted plumes to the Paris 103 

agglomeration. In addition, also uncertainties of POA (or SI-VOCs) emissions were made 104 

evident and estimated at least at a factor of three (Zhang et al. 2013).      105 

For megacities, sources of organic aerosol are still under debate and need to be 106 

quantified (e.g. Molina et al., 2010). While in Beekmann et al. (2015), the local versus 107 

advected and the fossil versus non fossil nature of OA sources within the agglomeration is 108 

analyzed, here we focus on additional OA build-up in the agglomeration plume, and on its 109 

impact on aerosol concentrations in the surrounding of Paris. In the framework of the 110 

MEGAPOLI project, airborne measurements were performed with the French ATR-42 111 

aircraft operated by the SAFIRE (a CNRS-MétéoFrance–CNES headed unit) in order to 112 

document the evolution of pollutants within the Paris agglomeration pollution plume during 113 

the MEGAPOLI summer campaign (Freney et al., 2014). The advantage of the airborne 114 

measurements over the ground based ones is to follow the evolution of the city plume over 115 

time and space up to 200 km downwind of the emissions. Data from these flights will be used 116 

to extend the model evaluation performed in Zhang et al. (2013) for urban and suburban sites 117 

in the Paris agglomeration to plume conditions. Focus is to monitor the build-up of secondary 118 

organic aerosol within the plume in relation with tracers of primary emissions, and 119 

photochemical activity. Among the various formulations that have been derived in the 120 

framework of the VBS scheme (for example, Lane et al., 2008, Murphy and Pandis., 2009, 121 

Dzepina et al., 2011, Shrivastava et al., 2013, Zhao et al., 2015, etc.), specifically two are 122 

chosen for this paper (as already for Zhang et al., 2013), because they either favor large 123 

ASOA or large SI-SOA build-up in the plume. In this way, we intend to address uncertainty 124 

linked to the co-existence of different VBS schemes in the formation of different SOA types 125 

within the plume. Another important aspect of this paper is to analyze the OA/Ox ratio, 126 

specifically used for model evaluation, as it normalizes SOA formation with respect to 127 

photochemical reactivity and precursor load.  128 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the airborne measurements during the 129 

MEGAPOLI summer campaign are described. The model configurations and simulation set-130 

ups for the VBS approach to model POA and SOA are introduced in section 3. The evaluation 131 

of model performance for plume simulations is presented in section 4, and the impact on 132 

regional air quality is described in section 5. From comparison of different set-ups of the VBS 133 

scheme, uncertainties in the formation of different SOA types in the Paris plume are 134 

discussed.   135 

2. Airborne measurement during the MEGAPOLI summer campaign 136 



 

Flight patterns flown during the MEGAPOLI campaign (Fig. 2) consisted of several 137 

transects of the pollution plume at increasing distances from the urban area (Freney et al., 138 

2014). Perpendicular flight legs to the plume axis were chosen ranging from 50 to 100 km in 139 

order to sample both the plume and rural background conditions at the lateral plume edges. 140 

Taking into account the aircraft autonomy of about 3.5 hours, this allowed flying four legs 141 

across the plume. The maximal distance for a flight was about 200 km from the Paris 142 

agglomeration center. The flight level was chosen to lie well inside of the well-developed 143 

afternoon convective boundary layer, at about 500-700 m above ground. In addition to 144 

measurements inside and outside the Paris plume, each flight included a complete circle 145 

around the agglomeration, performed after starting and before landing at the Cergy-Pontoise 146 

airport. In this work, we focus only on measurements downwind of Paris to study the 147 

pollution production from Paris emissions. The measurements started in the early afternoon in 148 

order to sample photo-chemically processed air. Because of a limited number of flight hours, 149 

and in line with the principal objective to document the photochemical production of 150 

pollutants, flights were performed on days with light wind (< 3 m s
-1

) and cloud free weather 151 

conditions. For this study, three flights were chosen on the 16
th

, 21
st
 and 29

th
 of July, all of 152 

which encountered well pronounced plumes of primary and secondary pollutants. 153 

Meteorological conditions for these days were characterized by southerly winds, low wind 154 

speed over the agglomeration, elevated temperature and cloudless skies. These conditions 155 

favor the accumulation of primary pollutants and photochemical processes leading to the 156 

formation of secondary pollutants like O3 and SOA. 157 

An extensive set of gas phase pollutants, aerosol species and properties were measured 158 

on each flight (Freney, et al., 2014). For this work, for each flight, a complete measurement 159 

set of primary pollutants, BC and NOx (NO and NO2), and of secondary pollutants, O3 and 160 

OA, is available and analyzed. Measurement frequencies of all instruments, including the 161 

aerosol chemical composition, are rapid enough (< 40 s) to have a relatively good spatial 162 

resolution. All measurements during the flights are corrected to temperature (22 °C) and 163 

pressure (950 hPa) of the plane (Freney et al. 2014). Thus compared to other values given in 164 

this paper and taken at standard conditions, our values are about 5% lower. Table 1 165 

summarizes the deployed instruments and the measured concentration levels for these 166 

pollutants during these flights. Only measurements at a stable flight altitude are used for this 167 

study.  168 

The 30
th

 percentile concentration of a pollutant on the flight legs downwind of Paris is 169 

close to the median concentration outside the Paris plume and represents its background level. 170 

For NOx and BC, the 30
th

 percentile concentrations are 1.11, 1.03 and 1.14 ppb, and 0.33, 171 



 

0.49 and 0.38 µg m
-3

 on 16
th

, 21
st
 and 29

th
, respectively (Table 1). The rather homogeneous 172 

background pollutant levels (Fig. 2 and 3) correspond to the absence of major urban pollution 173 

sources on the south of the Paris agglomeration (rural “Centre” region). The Paris pollution 174 

plumes are always clearly identifiable as sharp concentration increases, with continuity on all 175 

flight legs at different distances from the agglomeration (Fig. 2 and 3). The plume half-widths 176 

are about several tens of kilometers. Maximum plume concentrations of NOx and BC are 177 

13.5, 7.98 and 12.2 ppb, and 2.00, 2.01 and 2.30 µg m
-3

, respectively for the three flights 178 

(Table 1).   179 

The maximum plume ozone concentrations are 62.0, 79.0 and 62.4 ppb during these 180 

flights, respectively, as compared to the 30
th

 percentile (i.e. background) concentrations of 181 

49.0, 58.0 and 50.0 ppb (Table 1). The largest O3 values are observed at the flight leg most 182 

distant from the agglomeration, allowing for the longest photochemical processing (Fig. 4). 183 

For the 16
th

, the transects across the plume show a double maximum and a relative central 184 

minimum due to ozone titration by NO.  185 

 The background concentrations of OA are 3.87, 6.47 and 4.13 µg m
-3

, respectively 186 

during these three flights (Table 1, Fig. 5). Maximum plume OA concentrations are 5.97, 187 

12.33 and 7.36 µg m
-3

, respectively. Thus, additional OA build-up within the plume is about 2 188 

to 6 µg m
-3

 (see also below in section 4.2). Maximum concentrations appear in the three outer 189 

flight legs. OA plumes are wider and less homogeneous than primary pollutant ones, which 190 

could be due to a secondary organic aerosol production from additional biogenic sources in 191 

addition to formation from emissions in the Paris agglomeration.  192 

OA versus Ox (Ox=O3+NO2) plots from measurements on these flights are used to 193 

study the ratio of the photochemical productivity of OA and Ox build-up in the plume from 194 

Paris emissions following an approach first proposed by Herndon et al. (2008). In this study, 195 

OA is used instead of SOA, because it is directly measured. Among OA factors derived from 196 

Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) of AMS measurements, LV-OOA (Low volatility 197 

oxygenated) and SV-OOA (Semi volatile oxygenated OA) are commonly attributed to SOA 198 

(Hallquist et al., 2009). These LV-OOA and SV-OOA factors contributed on average about 199 

65% of resolved OA factors and 37% of the total OA during these three MEGAPOLI flights. 200 

HOA (hydrocarbon like OA) make up for the remaining 35% of resolved OA factors and 20% 201 

of the total OA. While the HOA factor is generally attributed to POA, it might partly also 202 

correspond to oxidized POA, considered as SOA (Aumont et al., 2012, Cappa and Wilson, 203 

2012), and to cooking-related OA (Freutel et al. 2013). Using total OA avoids these problems 204 

arising from the interpretation of PMF derived factors.  205 



 

The Pearsons R correlation between OA and Ox on the three flights on 16
th

, 21
st
 and 206 

29
th

 is around 0.70 (Table 4, Fig. 6). It indicates a similar ratio of photochemical production 207 

of ozone and OA from VOC precursors, though as expected the match between OA and Ox is 208 

not perfect, due to differences in SOA and Ox yields for different VOC precursors. The 209 

OA/Ox slopes for these flights are 0.14-0.15 µg m
-3 

ppb
-1

. This result is close to the one 210 

obtained from a previous flight study of urban air mass in Mexico City (0.14-0.15 µg m
-3 

ppb
-

211 

1
, Wood et al., 2010). It is also close to ground-based study, downwind urban emissions from 212 

ground-based measurements in Mexico City (median OOA vs. Ox slope of 0.16 µg m
-3 

ppb
-1

, 213 

Wood et al., 2010), in Los Angeles (0.15 µg m
-3 

ppb
-1

, Hayes et al. 2013) and in Tokyo (0.19 214 

µg m
-3 

ppb
-1

, Morino et al., 2014).  215 

3. Simulations 216 

3.1 Model Configuration 217 

In this work, we used the CHIMERE v2008b model (see 218 

http://www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/chimere/) (Vautard al. 2001, Bessagnet et al. 2009, Menut et 219 

al., 2013), widely used for operational regional air quality forecast (Honoré et al, 2008, Zhang 220 

et al. 2012) and simulations in Europe (e.g. Beekmann and Vautard, 2010, Sciare et al, 2010).  221 

With a few exceptions (noted below), the same model configuration as in Zhang et al. (2013) 222 

was set-up. Two nested domains are applied: a continental domain covering Europe with a 223 

resolution of 0.5° (35–57.5°N, 10.5°W–22.5°E) and a regional domain over Northern France 224 

covering all the flight patterns during this campaign with a resolution of 3 km (called MEG3 225 

domain). 8 hybrid-sigma vertical layers are used, with the first layer extending from ground to 226 

about 40 m, and a model top at 500 hPa. Tropospheric photochemistry is represented using 227 

the reduced MELCHIOR chemical mechanism (Lattuati, 1997, Derognat et al., 2003), 228 

including 120 reactions and 44 prognostic gaseous species. For the simulation of the 229 

particulate phase, 8 bins of particulate sizes are used in the model with diameters ranging 230 

from 0.04 to 10 micrometers. The thermodynamic equilibrium of the inorganic species 231 

(sulfate, nitrate, and ammonium) between the gas and particle phase is interpolated from a 232 

tabulation calculated with the ISORROPIA model (Nenes et al., 1998). The evaporation and 233 

condensation processes related to departures from the thermodynamic equilibrium are 234 

kinetically controlled.  235 

Two SOA formation mechanisms are used and are described in more detail in section 236 

3.2. For SI-SOA (SOA from oxidation of primary semi-volatile and intermediate volatile 237 

VOCs, previously referred to as OPOA in Zhang et al. 2013) formation, both mechanisms use 238 

http://www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/chimere/


 

the VBS formulation as described in Robinson et al. (2007). For traditional anthropogenic and 239 

biogenic SOA (ASOA and BSOA) formation from VOC precursors, one uses the classical 240 

single step oxidation scheme (Pun et al. 2006, Bessagnet et al., 2009), and the other one a 241 

volatility basis set (VBS) scheme with differences in high-NOx and low-NOx 242 

parametrizations. The VBS approach is implemented in the model as in Murphy and Pandis, 243 

(2009) and Lane et al. (2008a). In our work, BSOA gas phase aging is also included with the 244 

same rate constant as for ASOA (1×10
-11

 mol cm
3 

s
-1

). Gas phase chemical aging of BSOA is 245 

supported by laboratory (see in Zhao et al., 2015) and box model experiments with the very 246 

detailed GECKO-A mechanism (Valorso et al., 2011). In Zhang et al. (2013), it had been 247 

shown that including BSOA aging was necessary to reproduce several OA peaks occurring 248 

during the summer campaign at Paris urban sites in the model.  249 

For the large domain, anthropogenic gas phase emissions are calculated from EMEP 250 

annual totals (http://www.ceip.at/emission-data-webdab/), while black carbon (BC) and 251 

primary organic aerosol (POA) are prescribed from an emissions inventory prepared by 252 

Laboratoire d’Aérologie (LA) (Junker and Louisse, 2008). In the different simulation set-up’s 253 

in section 3.2, emissions for the inner domain MEG3 over Northern France are either taken 254 

from the same EMEP-LA inventory, or from an alternative inventory specifically designed for 255 

the MEGAPOLI project, the Airparif-TNO-MEGAPOLI inventory, in which the refined Paris 256 

emissions from Airparif with a resolution of 1 km are integrated into the European wide TNO 257 

inventory (Timmermans et al., 2013). In this latter inventory, BC and POA emissions for the 258 

Paris agglomeration are about two and three times lower than in the EMEP-LA inventory, 259 

respectively, and VOC emissions are about a third lower, while NOx emissions are similar. 260 

These differences are explained by use of spatial downscaling techniques in the EMEP-LA 261 

inventory using proxies that generally tend to overestimate megacity or urban emissions, 262 

while the Airparif-TNO-MEGAPOLI inventory is constructed following a bottom-up 263 

approach (Timmermans et al., 2013). Both inventories are affected by additional uncertainties 264 

in activities and related emission factors. Cooking emissions, which have been shown to be 265 

significant for the Paris agglomeration (Freutel et al., 2013, Crippa et al., 2013) are not 266 

included in either of these emission inventories. In this work, we assume that differences in 267 

BC and POA emissions in both inventories span the range of uncertainty for these emissions 268 

for the Paris region. This is compatible with the Petetin et al., (2015) study which evaluates 269 

these emission inventories with respect to ground based measurements within the 270 

agglomeration and ground based ones around it. As explained in more detail in Zhang et al. 271 

(2013), POA/SVOC emission factors for the main source in summer, traffic, are obtained 272 

from laboratory measurements under low level of dilution (with OA loading of 1000 µg m
-3

). 273 

http://www.ceip.at/emission-data-webdab/


 

Under these conditions, the POA/SVOC emissions are emitted mostly in the particle phase. A 274 

volatility distribution following Robinson et al. (2007) was affected to these emissions. 275 

Additional IVOC emissions (factor 1.5 of POA/SVOC) were also considered according to 276 

Robinson et al. (2007). 277 

Biogenic emissions are calculated using the MEGAN model data and 278 

parameterizations (Guenther et al., 2006). Meteorological fields are simulated with the MM5 279 

mesoscale model (Dudhia, 1993). Boundary conditions are taken from a monthly climatology 280 

of the LMDz-INCA2 and LMDz-AERO general circulation model (Hauglustaine et al., 2004).   281 

 282 

3.2 Simulation configurations 283 

Here, a brief summary on the three distinct simulation configurations used in this study is 284 

given. They are intended to take into account both uncertainties in SOA formation schemes 285 

and in POA/SI-VOC emissions.  286 

 The VBS-LNOX simulation, in which all SI-SOA, ASOA and BSOA are affected by 287 

chemical aging with the VBS approach. High SOA yields under low-NOx conditions 288 

(Murphy and Pandis, 2009, Lane et al. 2008a) are used for both two simulation 289 

domains (the same as the so-called VBS-MPOLI simulation in Zhang et al., 2013, see 290 

Table 2), assuming that most of OA is advected to the Paris agglomeration from 291 

outside (Petetin et al., 2014) and probably formed under low-NOx conditions.  292 

Usually, a limiting VOC/NOx ratio of 3 and 10 ppbC ppb
-1

 is used to discern a high 293 

and a low NOx regime, respectively (Lane et al., 2008b). While the ratio of 10 ppbC 294 

ppb
-1

 is close or above the value for most of Northern France, indicating that it is close 295 

to a low-NOx regime, it is close to or below the ratio of 3 ppbC ppb
-1

 on the north of 296 

Paris in the plume region (Fig. S1). This low-NOx configuration is thus expected to 297 

overestimate ASOA formation in the Paris pollution plume under high NOx conditions 298 

around Paris. The emission inventory for the MEG3 domain is the specific 299 

MEGAPOLI inventory.  300 

 The VBS–HNOX simulation in which lower SOA yields under high-NOx conditions 301 

(Murphy and Pandis, 2009, Lane et al. 2008a) are used for the inner MEG3 domain 302 

(see Table 2). This is more realistic for SOA formation in its plume close to the Paris 303 

agglomeration than low NOx condition. The low-NOx condition is still applied on the 304 

continental domain for background OA simulation. All other model settings are equal 305 



 

to the VBS-LNOX configuration. Although using high-NOx conditions with lower 306 

yields, which are more realistic for the plumes from Paris emissions, this 307 

configuration might still overestimate ASOA formation in the plume following the 308 

new ASOA yields fitted to laboratory experiments in SOA formation schemes 309 

described in Zhao et al. (2015).  310 

 The VBS-LA simulation (same as VBS-T1 simulation in Zhang et al., 2013) in which 311 

a single step oxidation scheme (Pun et al. 2006) is used for traditional ASOA and 312 

BSOA formation, and the VBS scheme for SI-SOA formation as for the other two 313 

configurations. The EMEP-LA emission inventory with three times larger POA/SI-314 

VOC emissions is used for the inner MEG3 domain. The fact that POA/SI-VOC 315 

emissions are three times larger and the absence of chemical aging for ASOA will 316 

favor SI-SOA with respect to ASOA formation.  317 

 318 

4. Model evaluation with airborne measurements  319 

In this section, modeling results of NOx, BC, Ox, and OA are presented and compared 320 

to the airborne measurements at the same location and time. Outputs from simulations are 321 

interpolated to the exact flight location and time. NOx and BC are compared as primary urban 322 

tracers to indicate the location of the Paris plume in observations and in simulations. Only the 323 

VBS-LNOX simulations are used for BC, NOx and Ox, because a change of the SOA yields 324 

does not affect the simulation of the concentrations of these species between the VBS-LNOX 325 

and VBS-HNOX simulations. The evaluation with the VBS-LA simulations gives an insight 326 

on effects of emission uncertainties. Individual species comparisons are presented in section 327 

4.1 while model observation comparisons of the OA/Ox ratio are presented in section 4.2. For 328 

each of the 4 to 5 transects through the pollution plume of a flight, the simulated and observed 329 

maximum concentrations are depicted and averaged over all transects of a flight. The same 330 

procedure is applied for 30
th

 percentiles (P30) over each transect, considered as representative 331 

for background conditions outside of the plume.  332 

 333 

4.1 Individual species model to observation comparisons 334 

The qualitative inspection of simulated and observed BC plumes shows that the plume 335 

direction is correctly simulated on the 21
st
 and 29

th
, while a difference of about 20° occurs on 336 

16
th

 (Fig. 2). This will have little influence on the study on OA impact from Paris to its 337 



 

surroundings due to the rather circular structure of the agglomeration (Shaiganfar et al., 338 

2015). In both the modeled fields and in the observations, the largest concentrations appear 339 

close to the Paris agglomeration during these three flights. 340 

 The modeled maximum BC concentrations from VBS-LNOX are underestimated by -341 

0.7 (-35%), -1.5 (-74%) and -1.6 µg m
-3

 (-70%) with respect to the measurement, respectively 342 

for the 16
th

, 21
st
, and 29

th
, while they are overestimated by 0.4 (21%) and underestimated by -343 

1.2 (-62%) and -1.2 µg m
-3

 (-53%) from VBS-LA, respectively (Table 3 and S1, Fig. 2). Thus 344 

for the last two flights, the BC underestimation appears for both emission inventories. An 345 

average underestimation of plume BC measurements by –20% (over 10 flights during July 346 

2009) was already noticed by Petetin et al. (2015). It could be attributed to errors in emission 347 

inventories, uncertainty in measurements and in the choice of the mass specific absorption 348 

coefficient (Petetin et al., 2015). Our study focusses on three days with particularly low wind 349 

speeds with variable wind direction during morning hours in the Paris agglomeration, 350 

allowing for primary pollution build-up and subsequent secondary pollution build-up in the 351 

plume. As shown in Petetin et al. (2015), it turns out that the meteorological model (MM5, 352 

but similar results are obtained for WRF) forcing the CTM simulations is not capable of 353 

simulating these wind direction variations for two of the three flight days, on 21
st
 and 29

th
 of 354 

July, thus underestimating the pollution accumulation in the Paris region, and subsequently in 355 

the plume. The modeled 30
th

 percentile BC concentrations taken as representative for 356 

background concentrations are also underestimated by -0.17 (-51%), -0.31 (-62%) and -0.22 357 

µg m
-3

 (-59%) from VBS-LNOX and by -0.22 (67%), -0.34 (-69%) and -0.27 µg m
-3

 (-71%) 358 

from VBS-LA, respectively during these flights (Table 3 and S1, Fig. 2).  359 

Similar to BC, VBS-LNOX underestimates NOx concentrations by -4.3 (-32%), -5.2 (-360 

65%) and -7.3 ppb (-60%) for the maximum concentrations and by -0.64 (-58%), -0.42 (-361 

41%) and -0.59 ppb (-52%) for the background concentrations with respect to the 362 

measurements (Table 3 and S1, Fig. 3). VBS-LA shows slightly more underestimation by -7.3 363 

(-54%), -5.3(-72%) and -8.7 (-71%) ppb for the maximum concentrations and slightly less 364 

underestimated for the background concentrations by -0.57 (-51%), -0.36 (-35%) and -0.51 365 

(56%) ppb (Table 3 and S1). Also similar to BC, the modeled NOx maximum concentrations 366 

for both simulations are located close to the Paris agglomeration (Fig. 2 and 3). 367 

The modeled O3 concentrations are slightly overestimated with respect to the 368 

measured O3 concentrations, by 7.5 (12%), 4.3 (5%) and 8.3 ppb (13%) from VBS-LNOX 369 

and 12.9 (21%), 4.3 (5%) and 9.8 ppb (16%) from VBS-LA for the maximum concentrations, 370 

and 4.3 (9%), 11.3 (20%) and 3.0 ppb (6%) from VBS-LNOX and 4.6 (9%), 11.7 (20%) and 371 



 

3.3 ppb (7%) from VBS-LA for the background concentrations during the three flights, 372 

respectively (Table 3 and S1, Fig. 4). Note that for Ox, the concentrations can be slightly less 373 

overestimated than O3, by respectively 3.0 (6%), 11.0 (19%) and 1.8 ppb (4%) from VBS-374 

LNOX and 3.4 (7%), 11.4 (19%) and 2.1 ppb (4%) from VBS-LA for the background 375 

concentrations due to the opposite sign in measured O3 and NOx differences (Table 1, 3 and 376 

S1, Fig. S2)  and sometimes for the maximum concentrations by 8.5 (13%), 3.6 (4%), 8.0 ppb 377 

(12%) from VBS-LNOX and 13.1 (21%), 3.5 (4%) and 9.2 ppb (14%) from VBS-LA,. 378 

Similar to the observations, the modeled maximum O3 and Ox levels are located at farthest 379 

distances from the agglomeration. Differences between VBS-LNOX and VBS-LA are 380 

apparently small. The rather correct simulation of O3 and Ox in spite of the NOx 381 

underestimation is less astonishing in light of the following discussion about NOx-OH 382 

relationships.    383 

Direct comparisons for POA are not shown here because of the uncertainty in HOA 384 

factors from the PMF analysis, and because of the incomplete match between HOA and POA. 385 

However, the BC underestimation in simulations lets us also expect a POA underestimation.  386 

Consequences of these underestimations in primary pollutants for the build-up of 387 

secondary pollutants are briefly discussed here: 388 

 First, as shown above for BC, the underestimation is alleviated in the alternative VBS-389 

LA simulation with larger BC (and POA) emissions. Thus unexpressed uncertainty in 390 

meteorological data is partly taken into account by that in emissions.  391 

 Second, the use of OA vs Ox slopes for evaluation of the SOA production efficiency 392 

normalizes out the effect of errors in primary pollutants, as equation (1), it merely 393 

depends on the ratio of the product yields. This is why the use of this ratio is important 394 

for this study.   395 

 Third, in a VOC limited regime as characteristic for the Paris region (e.g. 396 

Deguillaume, et al, 2008), the rate of secondary pollutant build-up is far from 397 

proportional to the primary precursor concentration. On the contrary, in the extreme 398 

case that NOx compounds represent the only OH loss, NOx and OH concentrations are 399 

inversely proportional  (e. g. Kleinman et al., 1997).  When assuming a constant ratio 400 

in primary pollutants, the flux in equation (1) is then independent of VOC 401 

concentrations, and only depends on the production rate of odd hydrogen radicals 402 

(OH+HO2+RO2).     403 



 

The measured OA plume is correlated with the measured BC plume on 16
th

, while it 404 

appears translated to the west on 21
st
 and 29

th
, as is also the ozone plume (Fig. 3, 4 and 5). 405 

This is probably due to an additional contribution from other sources besides the Paris 406 

emissions, such as background levels from regional contribution related to both 407 

anthropogenic and biogenic sources. In the simulations, OA, O3, BC, and NOx plumes 408 

coincide for all dates indicating a contribution from the Paris emissions. As expected from 409 

results in Zhang et al. (2013) for urban and suburban Paris sites, the VBS-LA simulation with 410 

single-step oxidation scheme for ASOA and BSOA formation generally underestimates OA 411 

measurements, in particular for the background concentrations, by up to 80% (Fig. 5). A 412 

slight overestimation of 1 µg m
-3

 is observed in the plume for the maximum concentration 413 

during the flight on the 16
th

. This is related to high POA and SI-SOA contributions to the total 414 

OA concentrations by up to 70% in the plume (Fig. S3 and S4). Thus apparently, the 415 

increased plume SI-SOA build-up due to increased POA emissions in the agglomeration is 416 

able to over compensate lack in background SOA at least for this day.  417 

Simulations with the VBS-HNOX configuration show lower plume concentrations 418 

than those with the VBS-LNOX configuration, because of lower yields in SOA formation in 419 

the inner MEG3 domain. Background simulations are similar for both simulations 420 

corresponding to low NOx yields chosen for both simulation configurations in the larger 421 

domain. The maximum concentration of OA simulated with VBS-LNOX is overestimated 422 

with respect to the measurement by 1.7 (28%), 0.4 (3%) and 1.5 µg m
-3

 (21%) on 16
th

, 21
st
 423 

and 29
th

, respectively, while it fits well with the observations in VBS-HNOX, being slightly 424 

underestimated by -0.5 (-8%), -1 (-8%) and -0.5 µg m
-3

 (-7%) (Table 3 and S1, Fig. 5). The 425 

modeled OA background concentrations are underestimated both on 16
th

 and on 29
th

 by VBS-426 

LNOX, by respectively -1.6 (-41%) and -1.0 µg m
-3

 (-25%), and VBS-HNOX, by respectively 427 

-1.9 (-50%) and -1.4 µg m
-3

 (-33%). They are overestimated with both configurations on the 428 

21
st
, by 2.3 (36%) and 1.9 µg m

-3
 (29%), respectively (Table 3 and S1). All in all, simulated 429 

and observed OA concentrations are rather similar, which is a satisfying result in light of 430 

often very large model to observation differences reported in literature (e.g. Sciare et al. 2010 431 

for the Paris region). However, as the primary pollutants are generally underestimated by the 432 

model, this might be the result of compensating errors for different OA compounds. In a later 433 

section (4.3), we will thus rely on OA versus Ox slopes in the Paris plume for further analysis. 434 

4.2 OA plume build-up  435 

First, the plume productions of OA (and of Ox) are derived here from the difference 436 

between maximum and background (30
th

 percentile) concentrations over flight transects as 437 



 

given in the last section. Ox is preferred here with respect to O3 since it is not affected by 438 

titration with NO. For the three flight days (16
th

, 21
st
 and 29

th
), measured values of OA plume 439 

build-up are 2.1, 5.9 and 3.2 µg m
-3

, respectively, while they are 5.4, 4.0 and 5.8 µg m
-3

 in 440 

VBS-LNOX, 3.5, 3.0 and 4.1 µg m
-3

 in VBS-HNOX and 5.9, 1.4 and 3.1 µg m
-3

 in VBS-LA 441 

(Table 1 and 3). Thus, independent of the model configuration used, overestimations of plume 442 

OA occur on two days (16
th

 and 29
th

), while an underestimation appears on the 21
st
. The 443 

plume Ox production, calculated again from the difference between the maximum 444 

concentrations and the background concentrations are 12.9, 21.8 and 12.6 ppb from the 445 

measurements and 18.3, 14.4 and 18.8 ppb from VBS-LNOX, 22.5, 13.9 and 19.7 ppb from 446 

VBS-LA, again for the three flight days respectively (Table 1 and 3). As for OA, we 447 

encounter an overestimation of plume Ox for the 16
th

 and 29
th

, and an underestimation for the 448 

21
st
. This suggests that the representation of photochemical conditions might be partially 449 

responsible for differences observed for OA, and thus that the given data set could not be used 450 

directly for evaluation of the OA scheme in the model.  451 

To overcome these problems, we analyze here OA versus Ox plots. As explained in the 452 

introduction, the slopes of these plots can represent in plume OA build-up, normalized with 453 

respect to the availability of VOC precursors and oxidant agents (OH, O3 and NO3). This 454 

holds under the ideal hypothesis of a constant mix of VOC, SVOC and IVOC precursors on 455 

one hand, and oxidant agents on the other hand, for the considered data points of a flight. As 456 

explained in section 2, we did not plot OOA or SOA vs. Ox because of uncertainties related 457 

on PMF analysis and definition of HOA comparing to POA or/and SI-SOA and cooking 458 

related OA. In section 2, we also presented correlations of about 0.7 (R) between OA and Ox 459 

measured on the flight legs for a given day. Modeled OA and Ox on these flight legs show an 460 

even higher correlation of about 0.87 from VBS-LA except for 0.67 on 21
st
 and more than 461 

0.95 from VBS-HNOX and VBS-LNOX (Table 4). These good correlations suggest that we 462 

are close enough to the “constant mix” hypothesis to make the OA vs. Ox slope a useful 463 

metrics. The simulated slopes of OA/Ox are 0.23, 0.29 and 0.26 µg m
-3 

ppb
-1

 with the VBS-464 

LNOX configuration for the three flights on 16
th

, 21
st
 and 29

th
, respectively (Fig. 6, Table 5). 465 

They overestimate the measured slopes of 0.13, 0.14 and 0.15 µg m
-3 

ppb
-1

 by a factor 466 

between 1.7 and 2. It is noticed that the small variability in the relative differences between 467 

flights due to the normalizing method (i.e. plotting OA vs. Ox to normalize with respect to 468 

photochemical conditions). This overestimation can be related to the SOA formation scheme: 469 

it is likely that the high SOA yields under low-NOx conditions are incorrect under plume 470 

conditions. The corresponding slopes in the VBS-HNOX simulation with lower yields under 471 

high NOx conditions are 0.15, 0.24 and 0.19 µg m
-3 

ppb
-1

, respectively. These slopes show a 472 



 

much lower overestimation of a factor of 1.1, 1.7 and 1.3 for the three days. As for VBS-LA, 473 

the simulated OA/Ox slope is overestimated by 46% on 16
th

 with up to 70% of contribution of 474 

SI-SOA to the total OA, while it is underestimated by 50% and 27% on 21
st
 and 29

th
, 475 

respectively (Table 5). Thus, for all of the three flights, simulated OA/Ox slopes with both 476 

VBS-HNOX and VBS-LA show a similar range of errors with respect to observed slopes 477 

(even if the sign of errors is different). However, as we will show in section 5, these two 478 

simulations show a very different distribution of ASOA, BSOA and SI-SOA build-up in the 479 

plume (Fig. S4, S5 and S6). Apparently, observed OA/Ox slopes cannot constrain these 480 

distributions.  481 

The measured slopes of OA vs. Ox during the first two flight legs on these days are 482 

close to the ones during the last two flight legs (Fig. S7 and S8). In this analysis, VBS-HNOX 483 

is focused. The modeled slopes of OA vs. Ox, 0.12, 0.23 and 0.17 µg m
-3

 ppb
-1

 (for the 3 484 

flights) are close to the measured ones (0.12, 0.18 and 0.16 µg m
-3

 ppb
-1

) during the first two 485 

flight legs. On the contrary, these slopes, 0.17, 0.25 and 0.21 µg m
-3

 ppb
-1

 are overestimated 486 

by a factor of 1.3, 1.9, and 1.3 with respect to the measured ones during the last two flight 487 

legs. Thus, the overestimation of slopes occurs especially during the last two flight legs. It is 488 

related to relatively higher anthropogenic SOA formation due to continuous chemical aging 489 

when the flights are farther away from Paris fresh emissions. Higher slopes during the last 490 

two flight legs than those during the first two flight legs are not seen for BSOA, probably 491 

because the biogenic VOC emissions are more diffuse (Fig. S7 and S8). Even if some 492 

differences are made evident, such a good agreement in OA vs. Ox slopes between 493 

simulations and measurements represents a valuable validation of the VBS-HNOX scheme 494 

for the conditions of the Paris plume.  495 

 496 

5. Impact of Paris plume on surrounding regions  497 

In this section, we analyse the contribution of OA build-up from emissions in or near 498 

the Paris agglomeration to regional OA levels. This analysis is based on simulations with the 499 

VBS-HNOX configuration and the VBS-LA simulations which show similar errors with 500 

respect to observed OA/Ox slopes indicative for plume OA build-up. The VBS-LNOX 501 

simulation clearly showed larger errors. We will first analyse the individual build-up of OA 502 

species for the three flight days (section 5.1), then we will study the time evolution of a 503 

pollution plume on the 16
th

 of July (section 5.2), and finally, we present average results for 504 

July 2009. 505 



 

5.1 Plume build-up of individual OA species 506 

 VBS-HNOX simulation 507 

The slopes of modeled SI-SOA, ASOA (anthropogenic SOA) and BSOA (biogenic SOA) 508 

versus Ox are well correlated, generally with R > 0.7 (Table 4, Fig. 6). They are used here to 509 

analyze the plume production of individual OA species. SI-SOA is formed by 510 

functionalization and condensation of evaporated POA and IVOC species (Robinson et al., 511 

2007) which are thought to be constituted by long alkane chains. SI-SOA vs. Ox slopes are 512 

0.04, 0.02, and 0.03 µg m
-3 

ppb
-1

 for the three flights, respectively (Table 5). They represent 513 

27, 8, and 16% of the total OA vs. Ox slopes. Thus SI-SOA has only a minor contribution to 514 

Paris plume OA formation in this simulation. The anthropogenic photochemical production of 515 

ASOA from aromatics dominates the OA production on 16
th

 and 29
th

, with slopes of 0.10 and 516 

0.09, respectively, and of 0.08 µg m
-3 

ppb
-1

 on the 21
st
 (Table 5). On the 29

th
 and especially on 517 

16
th

, the SOA production is strongly influenced by anthropogenic emissions (by more than 518 

90%). A major contribution of anthropogenic VOC emissions to OA build-up in the Paris 519 

plume during MEGAPOLI flights has also been found by Freney et al. (2014), from a 520 

conjoint analysis by AMS OA measurements, and PTR-MS VOC compounds. These results 521 

imply important SOA formation from the Paris agglomeration VOC and to a lesser extent 522 

POA/SI-VOC emissions. Borbon et al. (2013) found emission ratios for C7–C9 aromatics in 523 

Paris which were by a factor of 2–3 higher than in Los Angeles and other French and 524 

European Union urban areas. This clearly could favor large anthropogenic SOA formation to 525 

OA in the Paris plume. On the contrary, BSOA formation dominates the SOA production on 526 

21
st
, with a slope of BSOA vs. Ox of 0.15 µg m

-3 
ppb

-1
 (Table 5), about 63% of the slope of 527 

OA vs. Ox. BSOA formation can both be due to fresh BVOC emissions from mainly isoprene 528 

emitting forests north of Paris or from condensation of biogenic SVOC when temperatures 529 

decrease in the later afternoon. Recently, the comparison of different VBS based SOA 530 

schemes to chamber measurements in Zhao et al. (2015) suggests lower SOA formation from 531 

traditional VOC precursors (ASOA), by explicitly simulating the first generation products, 532 

than when using the parametrization from Lane et al. (2008a) as in our study. In addition, 533 

Lane et al. (2008a) do not account for BSOA chemical aging, while we do based on the 534 

results of Zhang et al. (2013). Thus, the relative contributions of ASOA and BSOA to plume 535 

SOA build-up in the VBS-LNOX and VBS-HNOX configurations used in this paper are 536 

considered as an upper limit, while the primary SI-VOC emissions for SI-SOA formation are 537 

considered as a lower limit. Others studies taking into account fragmentation reactions 538 

(Jimenez et al. 2009; Shrivastava et al. 2011; Murphy et al. 2012) reduces OA formation. 539 



 

 540 

 VBS-LA simulation 541 

In the alternative VBS-LA simulation, the contribution of SI-SOA to the total slopes is 542 

dominating except for 21
st
 (Table 5 and Fig. 6). SI-SOA vs. Ox slopes are 0.15, 0.03, and 0.07 543 

µg m
-3 

ppb
-1

 for the three flights, respectively and represent 79, 42, and 64% of the total OA 544 

vs. Ox slopes. ASOA vs. Ox slopes are negligible (0.00 or 0.01 µg m
-3 

ppb
-1

). BSOA vs. Ox 545 

slopes are 0.02, 0.03, and 0.03 µg m
-3 

ppb
-1

 for the three flights, respectively and represent 10, 546 

42, and 27% of the total OA vs. Ox slopes. However it is noticed, for the VBS-LA simulation, 547 

the uncertainty in the determination of the slope is larger than for VBS-HNOX. For all three 548 

SI-SOA vs. Ox plots, two regimes with two different slopes are observed. If the slope was 549 

only taken for points with larger SI-SOA and Ox values, which are closer to the plume, a 550 

larger slope would have been determined. To a lesser extent, this feature also appears for 551 

VBS-LNOX simulations.   552 

The larger SI-SOA vs. Ox slopes in the VBS-LA simulation are easily explained by the 553 

larger POA emissions in this configuration. The range of SI-SOA vs. Ox slopes between the 554 

VBS-HNOX and the VBS-LA configuration thus represents uncertainty due to POA 555 

emissions (Table 5). Even larger SI-SOA vs. Ox slopes during these flights would be expected 556 

also if the more aggressive SI-SOA formation scheme by Grieshop et al. (2009) had been 557 

used. With the Grieshop et al. (2009) formulation, SVOC species have a reaction rate constant 558 

two times lower than in this study with Robinson et al. (2007), but are shifted to two orders of 559 

magnitude lower volatility (instead of one), with a mass increase by 40% for each oxidation 560 

step (instead of 7.5%). Box simulations by Dzepina et al. (2011) for Mexico City and by 561 

Hayes et al. (2015) for Los Angeles yield about two times larger SI-SOA yields with the 562 

Grishop et al. (2009) than with the Robinson et al. (2007) scheme. These results suggest an 563 

additional possibility to increase SI-SOA contributions to plume SOA.  564 

As a result of these comparisons, we come to the conclusion that due to uncertainty 565 

both in POA emissions, and in the SOA formation formulations, the constraint of observed 566 

OA vs. Ox slopes is on the SOA product distribution in the Paris plume is unfortunately weak. 567 

Both ASOA and SI-SOA could be the major anthropogenic SOA products for two flights, 568 

with varying contributions of BSOA.  569 

5.2   Time evolution of the plume on July 16
th   

  570 



 

Fig. 7 gives a typical picture of the OA species evolution in the Paris plume (at 571 

surface), simulated with both the VBS-HNOX scheme and the VBS-LA scheme. 572 

With the VBS-HNOX scheme, on July 16
th

 at 7 UTC, a morning peak of OA is 573 

formed inside the Paris agglomeration as a result of POA emissions, low wind speeds, and a 574 

low boundary layer height. This peak of OA is then transported northeast. It disappears in the 575 

later morning (10 UTC) due to an increase of the PBL height and stronger winds. In the early 576 

afternoon (13 UTC), an OA plume is formed at about 50 km from the agglomeration center 577 

due to photochemical SOA production. At 16 UTC, the plume travels further north-east. 578 

Largest OA values occur between 49.5°N and 50°N, about 100 km north of Paris, in 579 

agreement with measurements. Major contributors ASOA and SI-SOA add more than 5 and 2 580 

µg m
-3

 of OA to the plume maximum (Fig. 8). The ASOA and SI-SOA plumes are clearly 581 

separated from the Paris agglomeration, because of (i) the time needed for processing of 582 

precursor emissions, and (ii) the largest accumulation of precursor emissions in the early 583 

morning hours when wind speeds over the agglomeration were very low (also seen in the 584 

POA peak at the same location). BSOA contributes to the regional background and is little 585 

affected by anthropogenic Paris agglomeration emissions (Fig. 8). The highest OA 586 

concentrations of about 10 µg m
-3 

occurs in the evening at 19 UTC in northern France (at 587 

~150 km distance from the agglomeration center) due to continuous photochemical SVOC 588 

production and aging, and due to lower temperatures. At 22 UTC, the plume is leaving the 589 

MEG3 model domain.  590 

This phenomenon of continuing SOA formation which is detached from the original 591 

rush hour emission area due to transport is very similar to that observed for Los Angeles in 592 

the CalNex study (Hayes et al., 2013). 593 

The corresponding results obtained with the VBS-LA scheme are shown in the 594 

Supplementary Material (Fig. S9). Morning OA concentrations are about three times larger 595 

than in VBS-HNOX due to larger emissions, while the background concentrations are all 596 

lower than 1 µg m
-3

. At 13 UTC, an OA plume with concentrations of about 6 µg m
-3

 slightly 597 

higher than in VBS-HNOX is formed at about 50 km from the agglomeration center. While 598 

ASOA is the major contributor to OA plume formation in VBS-HNOX, SI-SOA formation 599 

contributes the most to the plume in VBS-LA and produces the maximum concentration of 600 

about 6 µg m
-3

 in the later afternoon at 16 UTC towards the northern France. POA, ASOA or 601 

BSOA contribute less than 1 µg m
-3

 to the OA plume maximum (Fig. S10). 602 

 603 



 

5.3 Average July 2009 urban OA contribution to the surroundings of Paris  604 

Here, we analyze the regional scale OA build-up from the Paris emissions for the 605 

average of July 2009 from the VBS-HNOX (Fig. 9, 10)and VBS-LA simulation (Fig. S11 and 606 

S12). For VBS-HNOX, average OA concentrations around the Paris agglomeration do not 607 

show distinctive pollution plumes, but instead a strong W-E gradient near the agglomeration, 608 

presumably due to averaging different plume directions, and due to differences in background 609 

conditions. OA values also show strong decreasing gradients at about 100 to 150 km in the N-610 

NE of Paris. Contrary to VBS-HNOX, OA values from VBS-LA show a distinct OA plume 611 

from the Paris agglomeration, absolute plume concentrations are lower. This behavior can be 612 

analyzed by considering specifically the contributions to OA. 613 

For the VBS-HNOX simulation, average POA from Paris emissions is only about 0.15 614 

µg m
-3 

over Paris and the area of enhanced values is extending to E / NE because of the 615 

largest climatological frequency of south-westerly to westerly winds in July (Fig. 10). The 616 

areas of enhancements of POA occur on a length scale of some tens of kilometers around the 617 

agglomeration. ASOA is enhanced within the agglomeration and within the SW and NNE 618 

plume, up to 100 to 150 km downwind the agglomeration respectively. The maximum 619 

concentrations in these plumes are 0.4 and 0.35 µg m
-3

, respectively (always for the July 2009 620 

average). In the NNE direction, enhanced values originate from pollution events under SW 621 

flow such as those studied in this work (see section 5.2). The enhanced values in the SW 622 

originate from a pronounced pollution plume occurring in the beginning of July, for which no 623 

measurements were available. SI-SOA is most enhanced in the NNE direction where its 624 

maximum concentration is about 0.35 µg m
-3

, thus somewhat smaller than the ASOA 625 

concentration. It is worth noting that these increases in ASOA and SI-SOA concentrations are 626 

much larger when analyzing individual events than when looking at averages, due to different 627 

plume angles on different days, thus diluting the average fields. The BSOA component does 628 

not show distinct plumes, but a continuous NW/W – SE/E gradient, that is the continental 629 

character of air masses implies large average BSOA concentrations. BSOA is the strongest 630 

contributor to OA over the domain. Its gradient is responsible for the W-E OA gradient 631 

noticed earlier, with smaller contributions from the other components.  632 

For the VBS-LA simulation, the larger primary S/IVOC emissions within the LA 633 

inventory lead to larger average POA concentration, up to 0.7 µg m
-3 

within the Paris 634 

agglomeration.  Monthly maximum plume SI-SOA concentration is about 0.3 µg m
-3

 in VBS-635 

LA (Fig. S12). The lower SI-SOA concentration albeit higher POA concentrations is due to 636 

lower OA load in the plume. Indeed, monthly average plume ASOA concentration is small, 637 



 

below 0.05 µg m
-3

, plume BSOA concentration is below 0.3 µg m
-3

. BSOA shows a similar 638 

spatial pattern in VBS-LA, but with lower absolute values than in VBS-HNOX.  639 

In conclusion, both the VBS-HNOX and VBS-LA simulations show different monthly 640 

average OA product distributions. As discussed above, the ASOA and BSOA contributions in 641 

VBS-HNOX represent an upper limit for ASOA and BSOA produced in the plume (and in 642 

background airmasses). On the contrary the small plume and background values in VBS-LA 643 

simulated without any chemical aging are probably underestimated, in particular because they 644 

underestimate the SOA observations within the Paris agglomeration (Zhang et al., 2013). On 645 

the contrary, for SI-SOA, differences between both simulations are weak. However, 646 

alternative VBS schemes (Grishop et al., 2009) would simulate higher SI-SOA formation, as 647 

noted above (about a factor two from box model studies in other urban plumes).   648 

 649 

6. Conclusion 650 

CHIMERE simulations are used to study the secondary pollutant formation in the 651 

Paris plume and its impact on the surrounding regions. This study focusses on three photo-652 

chemically active days for which airborne observations are available. Three simulation 653 

configurations are set-up in order to cover the range of uncertainty in emissions and in 654 

different formulations of the SOA build-up in the frame of the VBS scheme. Primary 655 

pollutants within the plume, such as NOx and BC, and probably also POA, are clearly 656 

underestimated in the model when using the MEGAPOLI inventory, and to a lesser extent 657 

with the EMEP-LA inventory. For two of the three flights, this underestimation is probably 658 

due to too high wind speeds in the morning over the Paris agglomeration not allowing for 659 

strong enough pollution accumulation. On the contrary, ozone is slightly overestimated in the 660 

plume and in background airmasses, as is Ox. This is not contradictory since the chemical 661 

regime in Paris and its surrounding is generally NOx saturated (Deguillaume et al., 2008). 662 

Both in observations and simulations, predicted (and measured) OA is very well correlated 663 

with predicted (and measured) Ox. The ratio of the photochemical productivities of SOA and 664 

Ox (represented by the slope of OA vs. Ox) is well simulated (overestimation of less than 30% 665 

on the average of three days) for the Paris plume from VBS-HNOX when low SOA yields are 666 

applied on the SOA formation scheme. The overestimation might be related to too large 667 

yields of ASOA in the VBS scheme set-up in this work which was based on the parameters 668 

given in Lane et al. (2008a) and Murphy et al., (2009). Nevertheless, this good agreement is 669 

an important result in evaluating the VBS scheme with field data. Combined with similar 670 



 

recent results for the Tokyo megacity (Morino et al., 2014), it shows good performance of the 671 

VBS schemes in large urban areas or their plumes. When considering the OA to Ox slopes, 672 

the day to day variability in model to observation results is much lower than for OA alone. 673 

Observed OA vs Ox slopes of about 0.14 to 0.15 µg m
-3 

ppb
-1

 compare well to those observed 674 

in the Mexico City, the Los Angeles and the Tokyo plumes with different emissions and 675 

photochemical conditions during different season (Fig. 1).  676 

However, an alternative scheme with three times larger POA emissions, and without 677 

ASOA and BSOA aging, also shows good agreement with observed OA vs Ox slopes, though 678 

it strongly underestimates background and urban Paris OA. This leads us to the conclusion 679 

that due to uncertainties both in POA emissions and in the SOA formation formulations, 680 

uncertainly in the SOA product distribution remains large. The constraint of observed OA vs. 681 

Ox slopes on the SOA product distribution in the Paris plume is unfortunately weak, and does 682 

not reduce this uncertainty (while it does for anthropogenic OA yields). Both ASOA and SI-683 

SOA could be the major anthropogenic SOA products for two flights. In the simulations 684 

anthropogenic SOA is the major contributor to plume SOA on two flight days, while BSOA is 685 

major or equivalent on the third day.  686 

Predicted maximum OA is found on the flight leg most distant from the agglomeration 687 

(at about 150 km), as for observations, indicating secondary anthropogenic SOA formation 688 

from Paris emissions over all the distances and during several hours. On a monthly average, 689 

OA from Paris emissions contributes to the OA regional build-up at different length scales, 690 

from several tens for POA to several hundreds of kilometers for ASOA and SI-SOA. Clearly, 691 

a combination of ASOA and SI-SOA build-up from precursor emissions in the Paris 692 

agglomeration affects atmospheric composition at regional scale. Simulating this build-up has 693 

been possible only after an original model evaluation showing good agreement between 694 

simulated and observed OA to Ox slopes. This slope is an interesting parameter to measure 695 

the SOA build-up efficiency of a given environment.    696 
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 902 
 903 
 904 
 905 

906 



 

Table 1 Airborne chemical instruments deployed, the measurements including the maximum and 907 
30

th
 percentile (P30) of pollutant concentrations by these instruments are used to discuss general 908 

findings during the campaign (Freney et al., 2014) and evaluate the model simulations.  909 

Pollutant Instrument Time 

resolution 

Unit Statistics Concentration 

    16
th

 21
st
 29

th
 

NOx MONA
1
 30 s ppb Max. 13.5 7.98 12.2 

    P30 1.11 1.03 1.14 

        

O3 UV analyser
2
  30 s ppb Max. 62.0 79.0 62.4 

    P30 49.0 58.0 50.0 

        

BC PSAP
3 
 1 s µg m

-3
 Max. 2.00 2.01 2.30 

    P30 0.33 0.49 0.38 

        

OA C-ToF-AMS
4
 30 s µg m

-3
 Max. 5.97 12.3 7.36 

    P30 3.87 6.47 4.13 
1 

Measurement of Nitrogen on Aircraft developed by the Laboratoire Interuniversitaire des Systems 910 

Atmosphériques (LISA). NO, NO2 and NOy are measured (Freney et al. 2014, Supplementary 911 

Material). 912 
2
 Thermal-environmental instruments O3 UV analyzer  913 

3
 Radiance research 

®
 Particulate Soot Absorption Photometer  914 

4
 Aerodyne Compact Time-of-flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer  915 

 916 

Table 2 Secondary organic aerosol (SOA) mass yields used in this work. These yields are for 917 
surrogate VOC species with saturation concentrations of 1, 10, 100 and 1000 μg m

-3
 at 298 K 918 

(Murphy and Pandis, 2009).  919 

VOCs  VBS-LNOX with low-NOx condition  VBS-HNOX with high-NOx condition 

 1 10 100 1000  1 10 100 1000 

ALK4
1
 0 0.075 0 0  0 0.0375 0 0 

ALK5
2
 0 0.3 0 0  0 0.15 0 0 

OLE1
3
 0.0045 0.009 0.06 0.225  0.0008 0.0045 0.0375 0.15 

OLE2
4
 0.0225 0.0435 0.129 0.375  0.003 0.0255 0.0825 0.27 

ARO1
5
 0.075 0.225 0.375 0.525  0.003 0.165 0.3 0.435 

ARO2
6
 0.075 0.3 0.375 0.525  0.0015 0.195 0.3 0.435 

TERP
7
 0.1073 0.0918 0.3587 0.6075  0.012 0.1215 0.201 0.507 

ISOP
8
 0.009 0.03 0.015 0  0.0003 0.0225 0.015 0 

1
 n-pentane, n-hexane, Branched C5-C6 Alkanes, Cyclopetane, Trimethyl Butane, Trimethyl Pentane,  920 

Isopropyl alcool, n-Propyl Alcool 921 
2
 C7-C22 n-Alkanes, C6-C16 Cycloalkanes, branched/Unspeciated C8-C18 Alkanes 922 

3
 Propene, C4-C15 terminal Alkanes 923 

4
 Isobutene, C4-C15 Internal Alkenes, C6-C15 Cyclic or di-olefins, Styrenes 924 

5
 Toluene, benzene, Ethyl benzene, C9-C13 Monosubstituted Benzenes 925 

6
 Xylenes, Ethyl Toluenes, Dimethyl and Trimethyl Benzenes, Ethylbezenes, naphthalene, C8-C13 Di-926 

, Tri-, Tetra-, Penta-, Hexa-substituted Benzenes, Unspeciated C10-C12 Aromatics 927 
7
 α-pinene and sabinene, β-pinene and δ3-carene, limonene, ocimene and myrcene 928 

8
 Isoprene 929 



 

 930 

Table 3 Model statistics for maximum and 30
th

 percentile (P30) of pollutant concentrations from 931 
VBS-LNOX (and VBS-HNOX for OA as well) and VBS-LA 932 

Pollutant Unit Statistics VBS-LNOX  VBS-LA 

   16
th
 21

st
 29

th
  16

th
 21

st
 29

th
 

NOx ppb Max. 9.18 2.82 4.92  6.16 2.25 3.54 

  P30 0.47 0.61 0.55  0.62 0.67 0.63 

          

BC µg m
-3

 Max. 1.3 0.52 0.69  2.41 0.77 1.08 

  P30 0.16 0.18 0.16  0.11 0.15 0.11 

          

O3 ppb Max. 69.5 83.3 70.7  74.9 83.3 72.2 

  P30 53.3 69.3 53.0  53.6 69.7 53.3 

          

Ox ppb Max. 72.1 84.2 72.2  76.7 84.2 73.4 

  P30 53.7 69.8 53.4  54.1 70.3 53.8 

          

OA  µg m
-3

 Max. 7.66 12.74 8.87  6.97 3.13 4.14 

  P30 2.28 8.77 3.09  0.81 1.55 0.91 

          

OA
*
 µg m

-3
 Max. 5.48 11.31 6.88     

  P30 1.95 8.35 2.85     

OA
*
: OA from VBS-HNOX simulations 933 

 934 
 935 
Table 4 Correlation coefficients between OA and Ox, SI-SOA and Ox, ASOA and Ox and BSOA 936 
and Ox for the flights on 16, 21 and 29 July, both from the measurements (AMS) and simulations 937 
with VBS-LNOX, VBS-HNOX and VBS-LA 938 

Data Date OA/Ox SI-SOA/Ox ASOA/Ox BSOA/Ox 

AMS 16
th
  0.70    

 21
st
  0.71    

 29
th
  0.72    

      

VBS-LNOX 16
th
  0.95 0.91 0.96 0.57 

 21
st
  0.95 0.77 0.85 0.90 

 29
th
  0.98 0.79 0.93 0.84 

      

VBS-HNOX 16
th
  0.96 0.90 0.96 0.45 

 21
st
  0.95 0.77 0.92 0.88 

 29
th
  0.98 0.78 0.95 0.80 

      

VBS-LA 16
th
  0.87 0.88 0.89 0.89 

 21
st
  0.67 0.83 0.68 0.65 

 29
th
  0.88 0.86 0.88 0.94 

 939 

  940 
 941 

942 



 

Table 5 Slopes of OA vs. Ox, SI-SOA vs. Ox, ASOA vs. Ox and BSOA vs. Ox for the flights on 16, 943 
21 and 29 July, both from the measurements (AMS) and simulations with VBS-LNOX, VBS-944 
HNOX and VBS-LA 945 
 946 

Data Date OA/Ox SI-SOA/Ox ASOA/Ox BSOA/Ox 

AMS 16
th
  0.13    

 21
st
  0.14    

 29
th
  0.15    

      

VBS-LNOX 16
th
  0.23 0.04 0.18 0.02 

 21
st
  0.29 0.02 0.11 0.16 

 29
th
  0.26 0.03 0.14 0.09 

      

VBS-HNOX 16
th
  0.15 0.04 0.10 0.01 

 21
st
  0.24 0.02 0.08 0.15 

 29
th
  0.19 0.03 0.09 0.08 

      

VBS-LA 16
th
  0.19 0.15 0.01 0.02 

 21
st
  0.07 0.03 0.00 0.03 

 29
th
  0.11 0.07 0.01 0.03 



 

 947 

Fig. 1. Ratios of OOA vs. Ox from studies in Mexico City, Houston, Los Angeles, Tokyo and Paris. 948 

Ratios for Houston, Los Angeles and Tokyo are derived from ground-based measurements during 949 

typically one month and located in the metropolitan area. For Houston, the ratio during influences 950 

from a combination of urban and petrochemical emissions, typically 0.03 µg m
-3

 ppb
-1

 (Wood et al., 951 

2010), is presented. Ratios for Paris and Mexico City are derived from three and two individual flights, 952 

respectively, performed at about 100 to 150 km downwind from the agglomeration.953 



 

 954 

Fig. 2. Comparison of measured (a1, a2, a3) and modeled BC from VBS-LA (b1, b2, b3) and VBS-955 

LNOX (c1, c2, c3) during the flights on 16
th
, 21

st
 and 29

th
, respectively. 956 

 957 



 

 958 

Fig. 3. Comparison of measured (a1, a2, a3) and modeled NOx from VBS-LA (b1, b2, b3) and VBS-959 

LNOX (c1, c2, c3) during the flights on 16
th
, 21

st
 and 29

th
, respectively. 960 

961 



 

  962 

 963 

Fig. 4. Comparison of measured (a1, a2, a3) and modeled O3 from VBS-LA (b1, b2, b3) and VBS-964 

LNOX (c1, c2, c3) during the flights on 16
th
, 21

st
 and 29

th
, respectively.  965 



 

  966 

Fig. 5. Comparison of measured (a1, a2, a3) and modeled OA from VBS-LA (b1, b2, b3), VBS-LNOX (c1, c2, c3) and VBS-HNOX (d1, d2, d3) during the flights on 967 

16
th
, 21

st
 and 29

th
, respectively. 968 

969 



 

 970 

Fig. 6. OA vs. Ox (a1, a2, a3), SI-SOA vs. Ox (b1, b2, b3), ASOA vs. Ox (c1, c2, c3) and BSOA (d1, d2, d3) vs. Ox during the flights on 16
th
, 21

st
 and 29

th
, respectively. 971 

For OA vs. Ox (a1, a2, a3), results from the measurement, VBS-LA, VBS-LNOX and VBS-HNOX are presented. For others, only results from VBS-LA and VBS-972 

HNOX are presented. 973 



 

 974 

Fig. 7. Urban OA (PM10 fraction) plume (µg m
-3

) evolution on July 16
th
 from VBS-HNOX, the 975 

triangle represents the location of Paris, illustrated by 6 panels (from a to f) corresponding to 7h (UTC 976 

+2) to 22h (UTC +2) with a time step of three hours. 977 

978 



 

 979 

Fig. 8. Urban POA (a), SI-SOA (b), ASOA (c) and BSOA (d) (in PM10) plume (µg m
-3

) from VBS-980 

HNOX at 16h (UTC +2) of July 16
th
 , the triangle represents the location of Paris. 981 

982 



 

 983 

Fig. 9. Modeled monthly mean OA concentration in PM10 (µg m
-3

) from VBS-HNOX which 984 

represents the influence of Paris emissions on OA levels, the triangle represents the location of Paris.  985 

 986 

 987 

Fig. 10. Modeled monthly mean POA (a), SI-SOA (b), ASOA (c) and BSOA (d) concentration in 988 

PM10 (µg m
-3

) from VBS-HNOX which represents the influence of Paris emissions on OA levels, the 989 

triangle represents the location of Paris. 990 


